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Legal Developments
Increased Federal Tax Exemptions
Updated Synopsis to show correct Applicable Exclusion Amount
The just released inflation adjusted AEA for 2021 will be $11,700,000; when you use
Lawgic in 2021, the new AEA will be reflected
GST Exemption Amount for 2021 is likewise $11,700,000
Gift Tax Annual Exclusion Amount remains at $15,000
Inflation adjustments for income tax figures in the Law & Strategy are also built in for use
in 2021
Marital Funding and Qualification Article Now More Functional Than Before
The Funding and Qualification of Marital Trust has been adjusted to display provisions for
QTIP Trusts without regard to secondary choices made. If a QTIP is chosen, whether
with or without a Family Trust or a Disclaimer Trust, the appropriate QTIP options will be
shown.
SECURE Act language built into program to replace previous provisions.
While we had, and will continue to keep, a page on the Lawgic Website that contained
the changed language (and other tools) necessitated by the recent passage of the
SECURE Act,
https://update.lawgic.com/secureweb/NewClientServe/NLData/SecureAct.asp, this
update brings the choices into the program as you draft. The Accumulation Trust, now
identified with that term to distinguish it from the Conduit Trust option, no longer
mentions life expectancy payouts for beneficiaries. We added a new option, a Hybrid
format, that calls for Conduit Trusts when needed for special treatment, and
Accumulation Trusts for all others. The shortening of the permissible payout span to 10
years can be devastating if a Conduit Trust is used for non-preferred Designated
Beneficiaries because the account will be more easily depleted.
At a customer’s request, we expanded the class of payments that cannot be suspended
in the Restricted Behaviors article so there can be no argument that stretch payouts
(what is left of them) will be disqualified by the possibility of suspending payments.
Likewise, the ability to terminate a Special Needs Trust has been limited to allow the
trust to maintain a lifetime payout for the disabled beneficiary.
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Software Upgrades
We have switched to an updated, more stable version of Java, which will install with this
update. When launching Lawgic for the first time, you might notice that your fonts are
slightly larger or smaller than what you expect, depending on your monitor. Without
getting too technical, this is the result of the way the new Java handles the user interface.
If you need to adjust your font size, or just forgot you could, go to Lawgic’s Font tab on
the menu bar and select your size.
Improved Navigator Printing
We have expanded the available options for a user to send the Navigator outline for a
file from the File>Send>Navigator menu item. The user may now choose to send all
questions, just flagged questions, or only answered questions. The ability to also send
answers, either long or short, and notes is still available.
Improved Navigator Printing For Output To Excel
New “Send Navigator Outline” function allows export into an Excel file. You may now use
the “File>Send>Navigator Outline to Excel” menu item to send data from a file, including
answers from all questions, flagged questions only, or unflagged questions only. As
before, you can also send long or short answers and notes. Sending this data to Excel is
not especially helpful in preparing a full document, but such a file with specific client data
extracted from a Lawgic answer file will enable you to merge that data into a custom
document you have created. You must have Excel to use this function.

Other
•
•

Revisions and clarifications to text in the Subchapter S Stock Management and
Sale of Business Interests provisions.
The Help and Resources selections from the HELP menu in Lawgic have been
redesigned and have a new look and feel.

Microsoft Word Users – Toolbar Tab
Last year we introduced a toolbar tab that made editing Lawgic documents faster and
easier. It was available as a download from our website, but it is now integrated into the
installer with this new update. It is automatically added to your Ribbon to provide
editing tools, shortcuts and macros to put you in better control of your Lawgic–
generated output. If you haven’t been using this tool, you might give it a try.

* * * * *
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To view the questions that have revised Law & Strategy use the "Up_2001" flag file.
From inside Lawgic, open any existing answer file; on the Flags menu, click Open Flags,
select the appropriate Title (click OK), and next select the "Up_2001" flag file (and click
OK). To view all flagged questions, click Expand All on the Answers menu and scroll
the Navigator. Flagged questions will be indicated with blue bold text.
Please continue to send us your suggestions on existing or new products.
Contact our Technical Support Department at 1-877-2-LAWGIC (252-9442) or email us at support@lawgic.com.
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